Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Spies "R" Us, episode 4>>>

Wesson_XO says:
::meets with rest of crew 3 blocks away from warehouse::

Paris_FCO says:
::yawns and shivers in the cold morning air wishing she was back in bed::

Falcon_CTO says:
::checks his weapon load out::

Wesson_XO says:
::In quiet tone:: All: Ok...time to find out what is in that warehouse.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::waits patiently for her assignment::

Hawk_CSO says:
::closes his coat, feeling cold::

Ian_CIV says:
::hanging out, waiting to see what will be happenin'::

Smith_EO says:
::listen carefully to XO::

Hawk_CSO says:
XO: What do you think of splitting into 3 teams, each one entering by a different place?

Wesson_XO says:
All: Now, Smith, Paris and Baker are with me.  We are going in.  The rest set up perimeter around the warehouse.

Paris_FCO says:
::rubs her hands to keep warm::

Baker_CEO says:
:: listens to XO::

Ian_CIV says:
::thinks, we should be doing this at night, with a small group or single person, this is a bad idea::

Hawk_CSO says:
::listens to XO and nods::

Paris_FCO says:
::moves closer to Wesson, ready to move out::

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: If we get into trouble, you need to cause a distraction to help us get out of there.

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: Aye sir.

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Acknowledged, commander.

Falcon_CTO says:
XO: Sir you may need me inside.

Wesson_XO says:
CTO: Falcon, you run the team out here.

Falcon_CTO says:
XO: Aye sir.

Ian_CIV says:
::finds a place to hide that is out of the wind and with a view of the warehouse, Tesla huddles beside him for warmth::

Wesson_XO says:
All: Team outside, keep it casual...

Smith_EO says:
XO: Aye, sir.

Hawk_CSO says:
::nods again and looks around::

Paris_FCO says:
::nods to Wesson::

Wesson_XO says:
All: Questions?

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Not me.

Paris_FCO says:
XO: Sir, exactly what are we looking for?

Wesson_XO says:
FCO: Something that made this grain poison. ::shows grain::

Paris_FCO says:
::looks down at the grain:: XO: I see sir.

Wesson_XO says:
All: Alright, let's get moving...and Good Luck to us all.

Baker_CEO says:
All: Good luck guys...

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Scan for best place for us to enter.

Falcon_CTO says:
CMO: Take the north side of the building.

Falcon_CTO says:
CSO: Take the south side.

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Aye. ::takes tricorder::

Wesson_XO says:
::begins to move casually towards warehouse with team::

Baker_CEO says:
::begins his scan::

Falcon_CTO says:
CIV: Take the east.

Hawk_CSO says:
::listens to CTO::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::nods and goes to the northern side of the building::

Falcon_CTO says:
::covers the west::

Paris_FCO says:
::walks behind Wesson::

Hawk_CSO says:
CTO: Aye sir. ::moves::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Sir, we'd better enter in the rear, near the docking doors.

Smith_EO says:
::walks behind FCO/XO/CEO::

Wesson_XO says:
::In conversation tone::  FCO: And then he said, 'I don't think so.'  ::laughs a bit::

Hawk_CSO says:
::arrives at the southern side::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers:: CEO: Understood...move that way.

Baker_CEO says:
::whispers:: XO: Aye. ::moves that way::

Paris_FCO says:
::giggles softly:: XO: Good one Mr. Wesson..

DrParkay_CMO says:
::arrives at the northern side::

Falcon_CTO says:
::checks out the west side of the building::

Hawk_CSO says:
::observes a old wire fence around the warehouse::

Wesson_XO says:
::keeps conversation going with team::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: How are we going to get through the fence?

Wesson_XO says:
::at south end and sees opening in fence::  All: There is where we go in...

Paris_FCO says:
::moves up beside the XO and continues talking:: XO: Well this is a fine morning isn't it?

Ian_CIV says:
:;checks his various gadgets to insure they are in working order, sets his scanner for passive scans to track nearby activity::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Pulls out journal and starts to draw the building::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees opening:: ::nods to XO::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Scan for any security nearby.

Baker_CEO says:
::nods and begins scan::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees lights on::  All: Work in progress.

Falcon_CTO says:
::turns his targeting sensor to heat and scans the west wall of the building::

Paris_FCO says:
::moves over next to a window::

Hawk_CSO says:
::takes some soil samples and looks at it::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Any sign?

Baker_CEO says:
XO: With this no good CIV tricorder, all I can say is that it's zero outside and more than 20 inside (third deck probably...)

Wesson_XO says:
All: Ok, lets get to the door.  CEO first, FCO, EO then me

Baker_CEO says:
::leads the way to the door -- silently::

Smith_EO says:
XO: Okay, let's go.

Paris_FCO says:
:;waits for the CEO to lead the way::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::thinks to self, no guards looking out, how odd...::

Wesson_XO says:
::looks around while team enters fence::

Hawk_CSO says:
::throws the samples away, cleans his hands on the coat and looks around, he thinks he heard something::

Baker_CEO says:
::stops::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: There may be sensors outside.

Paris_FCO says:
::pulls up behind Baker::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: Some heat source on the outer rooms on the west side~~~

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Can we detect them at all?

Baker_CEO says:
::takes tricorder and puts it on maximum resolution:::

Smith_EO says:
CEO: Is there anyway to neutralize those sensors?

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: What are you talking about? ~~~

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Give me a second.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS XO'S TEAM ENTERS BUILDING THE CREW OUTSIDE SEES SHADOWY MOVEMENT

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO:I am picking up heat source in the rooms by the west wall of the building. ~~~

Baker_CEO says:
XO: CTO is picking up heat source in the rooms by the west wall of the building.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::looks closely at the movement, reaching in her bag for that phaser::

Hawk_CSO says:
::notices it's nothing, turns his attention to the building::

Hawk_CSO says:
::on looking at the building notices a strange movement::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Watches the heat source for movement::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: We'll have to take our chances. ::looks around::  All: Keep going...and quickly.

Hawk_CSO says:
::hides himself on the shadows and grabs his phaser, trying to identify what is moving in the shadows::

Baker_CEO says:
::inside the warehouse::

Smith_EO says:
::walks carefully with the team::

Wesson_XO says:
::meets up with rest of team at door::

Baker_CEO says:
::whispers:: All: Looks like this is where they grow their stuff.

Hawk_CSO says:
::thinks he has to be careful, he doesn't want to kill a friend, checks if the phaser is on stun and moves to check::

Paris_FCO says:
::walks as quietly as she can not wanting to cause any noise::

Falcon_CTO says:
::turns to look at the shadows::

Paris_FCO says:
XO: Yes sir..

Baker_CEO says:
::looks around, scanning for anything unusual::

Wesson_XO says:
FCO: Grab sample of plants.  We may need to study it later.

Wesson_XO says:
FCO: Just a small sample.  ::hears sound and puts finger to quiet them::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Looks like the first deck is clear, but with that tricorder, I can't be sure.

Wesson_XO says:
::grabs knife from pant holster::

Hawk_CSO says:
::approaches the place he first saw the movement and takes a good look at it::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::grimaces and thinks to herself I don't want to do this but here goes...::~~~CEO: I am registering a heat source, that may be what the people inside are using to create the biological agent.~~~

Baker_CEO says:
::knows this is hard for her:: ~~~CMO: Is it close to us or above us? Because we found growing lights and FCO took a sample of the plants~~~

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: CEO: What should we do with the grain stuff?

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: CEO: Okay.

Baker_CEO says:
EO: Leave it to FCO, she's taking samples.

Paris_FCO says:
::moves closer to a table and grabs samples of the plants from three different areas, then tucks them inside her shirt::

Wesson_XO says:
::signals to team to move quietly::


Hawk_CSO says:
::carefully gets closer and sees a scanner device in outside corner of the building::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL THOSE OUTSIDE NOW NOTE THE SCANNERS ON THEIR TRICORDERS

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  All: We need to find the lab...

Falcon_CTO says:
::scans the area when movement on the roof draws his eyes::

Hawk_CSO says:
::muttering:: Self: What's that?

Wesson_XO says:
All: Our answers seem to lie there.

Paris_FCO says:
::walks slowly keeping an eye out for danger::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Do we split up?

Hawk_CSO says:
::moves to check the device, see what it is doing, or if it's working::

Paris_FCO says:
::begins to itch a little from the plant samples::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: You stay with me.  Smith and Paris, you head off that way to look for lab.

Smith_EO says:
FCO: Okay, let's go.

Falcon_CTO says:
*Outside team* We’ve got movement on the roof west side.

Paris_FCO says:
::nods to Smith::

Wesson_XO says:
All: Back here in 10 minutes.

Ian_CIV says:
::notes the activation of the scanners and turns on one of the devices in his black bag, giving it to Tesla to place closer to the warehouse, Tesla scampers off with it::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Very well. ::wonders why he sends two ensigns together::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO, EO: Good luck.

Paris_FCO says:
::follows Smith::

Smith_EO says:
XO: In 10 minutes you will hear from us.

Wesson_XO says:
::moves with Baker, looking around::

Ian_CIV says:
<Tesla>:: finds a good spot and puts the device down and returns to Ian::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: IAN'S DEVICES BLOW ALL THE OUTSIDE SCANNERS

Baker_CEO says:
::scans everything::

Falcon_CTO says:
::watches the person on the roof::

Hawk_CSO says:
::watches the scanner device blow up throwing him a few meters away::

Paris_FCO says:
EO: Let's try over there. The door at the far end of the room.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: FALCON'S TARGETING DEVICE BEHIND EYE PATCH GOES BLANK AND HEATS UP

Smith_EO says:
FCO: That is a good idea, let's go.

Ian_CIV says:
::assembles a few devices into what, curiously, looks rather like a over-sized phaser rifle and Ian snuggles down in the weeds::

Paris_FCO says:
:;moves to the door behind the EO::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Anything?

Hawk_CSO says:
::shakes his head, some dirt falls down and stands up::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Mutters some ummm not so nice words as his targeting sensor blows and get hot...he removes it before it permanently damages his eye::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: Nothing interesting for now.

Smith_EO says:
::starts to move with the FCO to the far end of the room, they notice a door::

Wesson_XO says:
::hears sounds of activity around them::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::grabs phaser in her bag::

Hawk_CSO says:
::grabs his phaser again and moves back to check the building's roof::

Ian_CIV says:
::sits and waits for a target, in case the team has to make a quick getaway::

Falcon_CTO says:
::tucks the targeting sensor in a pocket::

Baker_CEO says:
::looks around, he is nervous a little::

Paris_FCO says:
::reaches the door:: EO: Shall I open it?

Smith_EO says:
FCO: Let's open carefully.

Paris_FCO says:
::puts her hand on the knob and turns it slowly::

Smith_EO says:
::moves the door carefully with the FCO:: FCO: You see anything in particular?

Paris_FCO says:
EO: Not yet.

Baker_CEO says:
XO: I think we should move up, there doesn't seem to be anything of interest here.

Falcon_CTO says:
::feels his left eye hurting and wonders how badly it’s damage::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees a set of windows and a bit of activity::  CEO: There...that might be it.

Falcon_CTO says:
::uses his eye to scan the area since his "tricorder" is destroyed::

Wesson_XO says:
::heads towards windows::

Hawk_CSO says:
::walks and keeps an eye on the roof, he knows something is moving up there::

Falcon_CTO says:
::fights the urge to rub his eye::

Paris_FCO says:
EO: It's dark in there.

Smith_EO says:
FCO: Yes it is, it's very dark.

Paris_FCO says:
::tries to adjust to the dark and steps inside::

Wesson_XO says:
::gets down low and peeks into window::

Baker_CEO says:
XO: I think we should move up, there doesn't seem to be anything of interest here.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::continues to watch building, trying to look "casual"::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SOUNDS FROM ABOVE INCREASE IN LEVEL AND RAPDITY

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Look...looks like one of there labs.  This might be it.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::looks toward roof::

Paris_FCO says:
::switches on her palm light and scans the room::

Falcon_CTO says:
:;looks at the roof::*outside crew* Anyone pickup any danger signals from the roof?

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Our time is running out it sounds like.  Scan lab and tell me what is there.

Paris_FCO says:
::hears something like boxes being moved:: EO: Do you hear that?

Baker_CEO says:
::scans::

Smith_EO says:
::follows carefully the light from the FCO palm light::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SOME MOVEMENT CAN BE SEEN ON ROOF

Wesson_XO says:
::takes position behind CEO to protect::

Paris_FCO says:
::moves slowly through the room::

Hawk_CSO says:
::finally he sees movement on roof, now he's sure about it::

Smith_EO says:
FCO: Yes, I hear that, too. It comes that way. ::points the FCO the way::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::looks for place to take cover on street to fire on roof from::

Ian_CIV says:
::aims at potential hostiles on roof::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: They may be on to us. Let the XO know I’ve got a bad feeling about this. ~~~

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: Done~~~

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Anything interesting we can use?

Baker_CEO says:
XO: CTO says that he has a bad feeling and that they might be on to us.

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: From the scans?

Hawk_CSO says:
*CTO* My scanner is destroyed, but I have just seen movement on the roof, I'm sure I did!

Baker_CEO says:
XO: As ex-CMO, you would -- there is a lot of medical equipments but nothing to incriminate them.

Falcon_CTO says:
*CSO* Your scanner and my targeting sensor...

Paris_FCO says:
::flashes her light across boxes of high grade medical equipment and lab materials::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Ok...get out of here now and I will find the other team.

Falcon_CTO says:
*Outside* Keep alert I kind feel something about to happen!

Baker_CEO says:
XO: You want me to retreat?

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: As you said they are on to us.  I want to get out of here for now and regroup.

Paris_FCO says:
EO: Look at all this equipment.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::ducks behind small lip of building in alleyway and  braces and aims phaser at roof::

Smith_EO says:
FCO: Can you believe it?

Hawk_CSO says:
*CTO* I don't think we'll be able to keep "casual" anymore... ::grins::

Paris_FCO says:
::her light finds a set of stairs to the left:: EO: A set of stairs...::begins to climb::

Smith_EO says:
::climbs the stairs with the FCO:: FCO: Watch out as we get to the top!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: PARIS HEARS STEPS COMING DOWN THE STAIRS; MULTIPLE STEPS

Hawk_CSO says:
::moves to a better place to take a look and a good aim, tries to find a higher place::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Now, get going and tell the other outside what we got

Baker_CEO says:
::shakes head:: CTO said it, not I... anyways, your command will be acknowledged, see you outside.

Paris_FCO says:
EO: Quick, hide...footsteps..  ::turns off her palm light and ducks behind some boxes::

Smith_EO says:
::hides fast with the FCO::

Paris_FCO says:
::pulls Smith down behind the boxes::

Baker_CEO says:
::begins to walk back from the way they came in::

Wesson_XO says:
CEO: Well, through you anyway… ::smiles a bit::  don't want anyone hurt.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::aims at potential targets::

Ian_CIV says:
::continues to aim at the movement of the roof, reluctant to open fire just yet::

Wesson_XO says:
::goes after FCO and EO::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: XO asked me to retreat, wait for me where we entered and gather everyone outside, I'll brief them on my findings~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::finds a higher place near an old wall, he climbed it up and has a good aiming from there::

Falcon_CTO says:
::moves hand so that he can draw his side arm in a hurry if need be::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::sets phaser to heavy stun::

Host Tim says:
ACTION; A BACKLIT SHADOWS APPEARS AT BOTTOM OF STAIRS; ARMED WITH RIFLES

Baker_CEO says:
::Gets out of house and runs towards bushes::

Falcon_CTO says:
*Outside* Head for the south side.

Wesson_XO says:
::sees FCO and EO hiding, but also shadows::

Paris_FCO says:
:;motions to the EO to stay down low::

Wesson_XO says:
Self: Damn...

Hawk_CSO says:
*CMO* Doc, is everything okay?

Falcon_CTO says:
::waits for the other two to respond before moving himself::

Smith_EO says:
::stays down and hides with the boxes::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::looks around for any extraordinary activity on the street:: *CSO* Just fine, will rendezvous with you on the other side.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ONE OF "SHADOWS" SCANS ROOM AND THEN POINTS TO WHERE XO AND FCO HIDE

Wesson_XO says:
::finds an old beaker and throws it in opposite direction of team::

Hawk_CSO says:
::is at the south side:: *CTO* I'm awaiting at the south side.

Baker_CEO says:
::waits for CTO::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Moves to south side::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: FOUR RIFLES OPEN FIRE

Wesson_XO says:
::motions to FCO and EO to move fast::

Paris_FCO says:
::can feel someone close by::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees CSO:: ::whispers:: CSO: Mauro, over here...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: RIFLES APPEAR OVER THE EDGE OF THE ROOF AND BEGIN FIRING AT CREW OUTSIDE

Paris_FCO says:
::crawls away quickly to another set of boxes::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Runs to meet team::


Falcon_CTO says:
*CMO, CIV* Do you acknowledge?

Baker_CEO says:
~~~::Gives feeling of where he is exactly to CTO::~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::gets down the wall and moves towards the CEO::

Wesson_XO says:
FCO,EO: MOVE!  ::finds another object and throws in same area::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Dodges  a lot::

Smith_EO says:
::starts to moves very fast avoiding the fire of the rifles::

Falcon_CTO says:
::see the rifle fire and dives to the ground::

Ian_CIV says:
::hears weapons fire from inside warehouse and opens fire on the movement on the roof....  sections of the roof start disappearing as Ian is not a big fan of stun settings::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::returns fire when able::

Falcon_CTO says:
*All* Take cover.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHOT EXPLODES IN FRONT OF FCO

Paris_FCO says:
::is stunned by a shot from the rifle for a moment but continues to crawl out of the room::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Draws weapon, aims and fires::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees EO::  EO: Get out now!

DrParkay_CMO says:
::after much running and dodging takes cover with CTO::

Baker_CEO says:
*All outside* Meet me at the south side now!

Hawk_CSO says:
CEO: What's happening in there?

Smith_EO says:
::throws himself to the floor very fast::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: EO IS HIT SLIGHTLY AS HE EXITS

Falcon_CTO says:
*All Outside* Belay that. Take cover.  They’ll shoot you down if you move.

Wesson_XO says:
::runs to Paris with knife in hand::

Ian_CIV says:
::Tesla pulls a device out of the bag and slips an ovoid device into its barrel and waits to hand it to Ian::

Falcon_CTO says:
::continues to return fire::

Hawk_CSO says:
::takes cover:: CEO: Watch out!

Paris_FCO says:
:;sees Smith wounded:: EO: Here, take my arm.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Sees EO injured, waits for him to get away from building eagerly::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TWO ON ROOF ARE HIT AND FALL TO GROUND

Wesson_XO says:
::helps Paris with EO::  All: Lets move...

Baker_CEO says:
::takes cover::

Wesson_XO says:
::watches from behind to make sure all are out safely::

Falcon_CTO says:
*CIV* Status and location.

Smith_EO says:
::runs and sees the CMO nearby::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TERRORISTS NOTE THE ROOF IS DISINTEGRATING AND CLING TO EDGE

Hawk_CSO says:
::looks at the roof again and sees them shooting::

Baker_CEO says:
::takes out phaser::

Paris_FCO says:
:;grabs onto the EO with Wesson and drags him away::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: How many do you see? ~~~

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Sees EO and gets ready with her med-kit::

Hawk_CSO says:
::returns fire::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: A SMALL CARGO SHUTTLE LIFTS OFF AND HEADS TOWARD THE RISING SUN

Ian_CIV says:
CTO: Have the roof under fire... status is green here. I can take the roof shooters out at any time

Falcon_CTO says:
::Scans the roof for tangos::

Wesson_XO says:
::with FCO and EO out, heads out of warehouse to fence::

Ian_CIV says:
::shifts aim to shuttle::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees shuttle::  CEO: Scan...tell me what it is carrying.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MORE SHOTS AT PARIS AND WESSON; BOTH RECEIVE BURNS

Paris_FCO says:
XO: We have to get Smith to the Doc.

Baker_CEO says:
::sees cargo shuttle and takes tricorder and gets it's ID::

Falcon_CTO says:
::spots the shuttle and turns weapon to max and targets its left engine::

Ian_CIV says:
::shifts to maximum setting and fires upon shuttle::

DrParkay_CMO says:
EO: Get down as low as you can, let me give you a stimulant and pain killer. We have got to get you out of here.

Wesson_XO says:
::feels hit::  Self: Ahhh.

Baker_CEO says:
::Feels that FCO and XO are hurt::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TERRIORISTS INCREASE LEVEL OF FIRING

Ian_CIV says:
::changes power packs as the first runs dry and resumes fire on shuttle, targeting engines::

Paris_FCO says:
::grabs her shoulder:: All: I've been hit!

Wesson_XO says:
All: Get moving to rendezvous point.  Now!

Hawk_CSO says:
::notices the shuttle going away and feels a shot near him:: Self: Wow!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHUTTLE DISAPEARS FROM SIGHT

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: XO and FCO are hit, we need to get them out of here, NOW!~~~

Falcon_CTO says:
::Decides that he not going to knock the shuttle out of the sky and tries to fire a target device from his arm thing despite the fact that he has no targeting sensor::

Wesson_XO says:
::feels pain but helps FCO::

Baker_CEO says:
::got ID::

Ian_CIV says:
::shifts aim back to roof and kills any terrorist he sees::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHOT HITS NEAR HAWK'S FACE

Paris_FCO says:
:;manages to keep a hold on Smith::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~~CEO: Very well. I’ll lay cover fire; get everyone to hotel.  I’ll meet you there~~~~


DrParkay_CMO says:
::Agrees with CEO and administers hyposprays to all she can who needs it::

Baker_CEO says:
::fires phaser and hits one of the terrorists who fall down the roof::

Wesson_XO says:
::gets to fence and helps FCO through::

Falcon_CTO says:
::grabs a stun grenade from under his belt and lobs it to the roof::

Smith_EO says:
FCO: Thanks for helping me.

Hawk_CSO says:
::feels a shot near his face, then feels a burning pain:: Aaaaahhhhhh......

Paris_FCO says:
:;climbs through the fence pulling the EO through::

Ian_CIV says:
CTO: I think they may have a destruct charge in there!!

Baker_CEO says:
All: There's a rise in Kinetic energy,,,

Paris_FCO says:
EO: Anytime Smith.. ::smiles::

Hawk_CSO says:
::drops his phaser and falls down on the floor, in pain::

Smith_EO says:
::smiles back at the FCO::

Baker_CEO says:
ALL: Everyone, retreat back to the hotel!!

Falcon_CTO says:
*ALL* CLEAR OUT HEAD FOR THE HOTEL. 

Wesson_XO says:
::with all team outside now, head off towards meeting place::

Paris_FCO says:
XO: We're going to have to carry him.

Falcon_CTO says:
::Begins pulling back as he pours fire on the roof::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::retreats to meeting place::

Paris_FCO says:
::helps lift the EO up::

Wesson_XO says:
ALL: Move out everyone. ::watches to see all are safe distance watching there backs::

Baker_CEO says:
::helps Falcon by giving the others cover fire::

Paris_FCO says:
EO: Hang on Smith; we'll get you to the Doc soon.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WAREHOUSE BLOWS; SENDING DEBRIS EVERYWHERE

Baker_CEO says:
::fires cover fire::

Hawk_CSO says:
::listens the radio but can't answer, he's almost collapsing::

Wesson_XO says:
::hits ground from explosion::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: EVERYONE IS HIT BY SOMETHING

Baker_CEO says:
::is blown 5 meters away::

Baker_CEO says:
::hit by debris::

Ian_CIV says:
::grabs CSO and drags towards cover, showered by debris::

Paris_FCO says:
::hits the ground with Smith covering him with her body::

Wesson_XO says:
::feels building showering down::

Falcon_CTO says:
::is thrown to the ground from the explosion and then feels something heavy land on his left ankle::

Smith_EO says:
FCO: I am hanging here. ::puts his hands near the head::

Baker_CEO says:
::Tries to stay conscious::

DrParkay_CMO says:
Ouch! ::winces from pain as she is lacerated by some glass::

Hawk_CSO says:
::feels some debris hitting him, but it's all confused right now::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS DUST SETTLES; ONLY THING LEFT OF WAREHOUSE IS HOLE IN THE GROUND

Wesson_XO says:
::feels mortar hit his leg::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::feels the INN floor shake under her feet as she sits in the lobby waiting for a contact.. get up and goes out side::

Falcon_CTO says:
::tries moving the thing from his leg::

Falcon_CTO says:
::is unable::

Ian_CIV says:
::drags CSO to my rented transport.... notes dents in transport........   ooooooooooh, good thing I got the insurance rider::

Hawk_CSO says:
::knows somebody is taking him away, can't determine whom::

Paris_FCO says:
::feels the blood running down her arm from her shoulder wound::

Wesson_XO says:
Self: Damn!

Baker_CEO says:
::everything goes black:: ~~~CTO: I'm hiiii ii i i ii iii i i i i ii i.....~~~

Baker_CEO says:
::is out::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::goes to CTO and looks at his injury::

Falcon_CTO says:
*All* I am trapped.  I got a piece of the roof on my leg....::hears the CEO message:: CEO is DOWN!!!!

Ian_CIV says:
::moves towards warehouse looking for survivors::

Wesson_XO says:
::pulls himself up, but feels great pain in left leg::

Paris_FCO says:
::gets up and checks on Smith:: EO: Are you alright?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looking into the distance sees a plume of smoke and steam just about where the warehouse would have been, looks frantically around for transportation::

Ian_CIV says:
::hears CTO and moves over to him::

Wesson_XO says:
::goes to CTO and tries to pull roof from leg::

Paris_FCO says:
XO: Sir, you're injured.

Smith_EO says:
FCO: It is too much blood coming out from my head. ::faints::

Hawk_CSO says:
::collapses::

Wesson_XO says:
All: Help me with CTO here.

Ian_CIV says:
::uses phaser to cut roof into pieces small enough to get off of CTO::

Falcon_CTO says:
::see the CIV all ready though of the same thing as he did::

Paris_FCO says:
::looks at the EO:: EO: NOoooooooo!

Wesson_XO says:
::pain in leg increasing as he pulls up roof::

Falcon_CTO says:
XO: CEO is down...blacked out or something

Baker_CEO says:
::has a big piece of metal on his left leg and has a big cut behind the head, a little blood::

Falcon_CTO says:
XO: Maybe the even dead.

Ian_CIV says:
<Tesla>::scans CSO with med scanner and pulls out injector.. has a look that says, this won't hurt a bit, on his face as he approaches the CSO::

Wesson_XO says:
::with one more shove, gets roof off CTO::

Paris_FCO says:
::finds the strength somehow and lifts the EO onto her shoulders::

Falcon_CTO says:
::feels the pain in his ankle as the roof is removed::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::runs down the block to the rental place, flings open the door throwing money on the counter and demands something , anything::

Paris_FCO says:
::notices more blood running down her face now::

Ian_CIV says:
<Tesla> ::injects CSO with some anti-shock medicine and some anti-biotics::

Paris_FCO says:
Self: Oh God..

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: Do what you can, and I will try to help

Falcon_CTO says:
XO: Anyone find the CEO yet?

Paris_FCO says:
::limps along carrying the EO::

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: Aye.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::leaves with a key card and directions for down the block to the storage facility, races as fast as she can::

Wesson_XO says:
::limps to CEO to help::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::goes to CEO, and scans him::

Hawk_CSO says:
::his clothes are badly damage, some smoke leaving his jacket::

Falcon_CTO says:
::finds something to brace his ankle with and then hobbles to the CEO::

Ian_CIV says:
::helps gather the injured near the transport::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT STARTS SHOWING UP; WITH A LARGE CROWD OF LOCALS

Host CO_Spencer says:
::fumbles with the door of the hover craft and slides in about breaking her leg as she slams the door shut and takes off towards the warehouse::

Wesson_XO says:
All: We need to get out of here.

Falcon_CTO says:
XO: Want me to make sure the cops leave us alone?

Paris_FCO says:
::hears the XO in the distance::

Ian_CIV says:
:;sees the cops and disassembles his weapon, putting it back in the bag::

Hawk_CSO says:
::begins to wake up::

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: We need to get some kind of triage going. Shall I get status on the crew?

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: Yes...I will try to find transportation to Inn.

Paris_FCO says:
Self: Hang on Smith, don't you dare die on me.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CREW BLENDS IN WITH THE CROWD OF LOCALS

Host CO_Spencer says:
::drives up to the area, its a shambles and swerves to miss the local law coming into the area as she looks for her crew::

Wesson_XO says:
::begins to limp around, looking for something to 'borrow'::

Hawk_CSO says:
::opens his eyes and sees Tesla, completely out of focus::

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: Yes. We do triage there?

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: We need to triage back at Inn if we can.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::spots the XO and yells out the window:: XO: Hey!

Ian_CIV says:
::heads to transport after doing a fade into the crowd and heads off to the Inn with the CSO and Tesla::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Starts to go to each crew member and gets status on each one with med-tricorder::

Wesson_XO says:
::hears CO voice::  CO: Over here.

Falcon_CTO says:
::see the captain and hobble to her::

Paris_FCO says:
::hides behind a large bush hoping that someone will find them::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stops throwing open the door and tumbles out, racing towards him::

Hawk_CSO says:
::walks with difficulty with Tesla and the CIV::

Baker_CEO says:
::is on the ground -- alone::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: hello~~~~

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO/XO: Are you alright?? What happened??

Wesson_XO says:
ALL: Anyone who can walk, do it back to Inn… ::sees CO:: Others with CO.

Wesson_XO says:
::smiles:: CO: A long story.  We need to return to the Inn.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Sees that CEO is indeed unconscious, administers hypospray to him to revive him::

Baker_CEO says:
CMO: Ouch.. that hurts...

Paris_FCO says:
::tries to stay on her feet, but the EO is getting very heavy::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: I can see that? ::points at the craft:: Over there, where are the others?

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: I’ve been better. Most of them are dead. A few got away. But I might have gotten a tracking device on their shuttle.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::grabs him:: CTO: most of who are dead?? ::looks around in panic::

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: Ummm most of the tango are dead...your crew...well walking wounded....but all alive.

Paris_FCO says:
::waves to the Captain::

Wesson_XO says:
CO: They are nearby...200 yards from here.  I can walk, go to them and transport who needs it.  I will walk back to Inn

DrParkay_CMO says:
CEO: Baker! ::Taps his collar bone with two fingers sharply:: ARE YOU OK?!

Baker_CEO says:
CMO: Where are we? Who are those people?

Paris_FCO says:
:;continues to wave::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::relief:: CTO: You take back who ever you can cram into the craft.. 
XO: I will stay with you to help and you can fill me in.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sees the FCO and waves::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::moves towards her::

DrParkay_CMO says:
CEO: You are outside, this is Yergii III and this is the local populace and law enforcement.

Baker_CEO says:
CMO: Whatever, just get me out of here, please.

Falcon_CTO says:
*All* Transport heading to hotel...all aboard.  10 credits a head.

Hawk_CSO says:
CIV: Is everyone okay? ::talking slowly::

Ian_CIV says:
CSO: Most are injured, but none fatally, that I am aware of.


DrParkay_CMO says:
CO: CEO is badly injured; I can walk back to the inn.

Paris_FCO says:
Self: It's ok Smith, they've seen us. Help is on the way.

Wesson_XO says:
::limps to others needing help::

Hawk_CSO says:
CIV: I'm glad to hear that...

Wesson_XO says:
::pain increasing in leg still::

Baker_CEO says:
CO: Captain Wilkens? is that you? ::is obviously confused::

Ian_CIV says:
CSO: This was a rather inane plan...  but luckily nobody on our side got killed.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::feels pain from XO, turns and gives him treatment from the hypo::

Falcon_CTO says:
CMO: Lets load the CEO into the transport.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::rushes:: FCO: My god.. are you ok? ::sees EO:

Wesson_XO says:
::helps others into craft::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::treating XO::CTO: Please do get him in the transport.

Paris_FCO says:
CO: I'll live ma'am..but I'm worried about Smith here.

Hawk_CSO says:
CIV: I saw a shuttle before the blown...  Do you have any idea what was that?

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: Help the others first...I can wait.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::bends over him:: EO: Smith, Smith! ::slaps him oohhh so hard:: 

Host Tim says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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